Estimation of plasma position from tangentially viewed images on a toroidally symmetric device.
Images of plasma from a fast-framing camera are the most intuitive and reliable data to understand the status of tokamak plasmas. Generation, movement, size variation, and disruptions of plasmas can be clearly observed from these images. However, it is not a simple task to obtain the exact positions and sizes of plasmas using these images because measured two-dimensional images inevitably lose the three-dimensional position information of their targets. In this paper, the exact positions and sizes of plasmas have been calculated from tangentially viewed images using the toroidal symmetry of the plasma in the Korea Superconducting Tokamak Advanced Research (KSTAR) device. The positions and sizes of the plasmas have been manually determined with displayed cursors on images and automatically determined using a correlation factor with calculated virtual plasma images as well. These two results correspond well with each other. The estimated positions have also been compared with those obtained from magnetic diagnostics analysis.